ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Religious pluralism is a social reality that can not be eliminated in a universal society. In fact, any attempt to eliminate any pretext, including efforts to eliminate jargon for the sake of unity, it will cause unrest, social upheaval, civil unrest and social disintegration 1 . Because unity is precisely to be achieved through the existence of plurality.
Regarding the religious life, it can be said that all the major world religions in Indonesia, even including Judaism 2 . Besides, there is also a wide range of "religions" are in traditional tribal 3 , including schools or organizations psychotherapy / public confidence 4 , That is, some scholars call and characterizes the people of Indonesia as a "dualistic" 5 , "Paradoxical" 6 , and "antagonistic" 7 as well as other titles similar.
It must be admitted that the empirical reality that occurred in Indonesia has put unity (unum) as a concept that is impossible to be realized through the sacrifice of his plurality, because the people of Indonesia who adopts pluralism Based on reports of Ministry of Religious Affairs (MoRA), which reported that in 1953 there were more than 360 Faith groups in Java. Schools or organizations psychotherapy / public trust is considered to be contrary to religious values. This situation is considered likely to result in violations of the law, breaking the national unity, abuse and / or use of religion and tarnishing religion. The development flow and psychotherapy organizations considered to have evolved to jeopardize the existing religions. These groups play a decisive role until the 1955 elections, in which Islamist parties won a lot of failures in the majority. Indonesian society? Second, why the concept of religious freedom and belief in Indonesia which is a universal concept, becomes a paradoxical concept?
DISCUSSION

Constitutionality of the Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act
It is interesting that on the one hand, the establishment Prevention Act blasphemy strongly associated with socio-political context during the reign of the Old Order apply Guided Democracy authoritarian, centralized and concentrated in the hands of President Sukarno. So few people have mentioned that the products produced at the time the law was "also are" authoritarian and centralized, not least Prevention Act blasphemy.
11 After a three-month marathon trial, the Constitutional Court ruled against rejecting the entire petition for judicial review of the five norms contained in Articles 1 to Article 4 of the Prevention of Blasphemy Act to be judicially reviewed by nine norms in the 1945 Constitution. Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act that is orthodox, tend to be positivistinstrumentalist, meaning more reflecting the social and political vision of the power-holders or contain more material as a tool for realizing the will and interests of the Government's program, while providing a wide opportunity to the 12 The Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act originally shaped The Presidential Decision (Penpres) Number 1 of 1965 issued on January 27, 1965 Sukarno. 13 Mahfud MD, (1998) Although the interpretation of religious teachings belief is part of freedom that is at forum internum, but that interpretation should be in conformity with the principal teachings of the true religion through a methodology based on the source of religious teachings are concerned that the Scriptures of each, so that the freedom of interpretation of a religion is not absolute or absolute.
Interpretation is not based on a common methodology recognized by religious believers and not based on Scripture relevant sources feared will lead to reactions that threaten the security and public order when presented or performed in public.
b. Freedom expresses thoughts and attitudes according to his conscience
It is true that religion 17 is something personal, something very personal. However, the Republic of Indonesia based on Pancasila, the state including the Government "can be involved" in the organization of the religious life of its citizens. Especially when it appears the interpretation and/or religious activities that deviate from the principal teachings of religion are therefore not only undermine religious values espoused in Indonesia because they conflict with the principal teachings of religion, but also resulted in the emergence of disorders of security and public order.
Irregularities that can disturb and disrupt security and public order that threaten human rights.
3. Freedom of religion is actually is not an absolute thing that freely, but must also be subject to the restrictions contained in Article 28J Paragraph Therefore, based on a systematic interpretation, Human Rights set out in Article 28A to 28I of the The 1945 Constitution is subject to the restrictions provided for in Article 28J of the 1945 Constitution which is the only provision governing rights obligations. 20 Animism is the belief in the power of a personal existence in this world or the things or objects.
Something that is the subject, so he can do something with the willingness and ability alone. In religion, this figure was appointed to the Divine, God or gods or other spirits. In the tribal Ending this subchapters, the Author reiterated that in the context of whether or not it is necessary Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act, the most important is how the State or Government able gave guarantees that regulations issued could be the basis of inter-community conflict management of pluralistic and capable of being the capital of socio-cultural underpinnings of national ties, governance and the democratic system, so that a variety of potential turmoil that led to the conflict between religions, both internally and externally can be eliminated, not just to form and complete the rules of legislation.
Religious Freedom As The Concept of Universal Paradoxical
According to the Author, on the other side of the state in this case the Internal freedom (forum internum) concerning spiritual existence that is inherent in every individual is freedom of every person to believe, think, and choose a religion or belief, the freedom to practice religion or belief in private (italics thick of the Author), so that the internal freedom is "not to intervention" by the state.
According to the Author, on one side of Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act is still very necessary and important to be maintained because it is substantially still relevant, especially in responding to a false understanding of the concept of "freedom of religion" which is feared could undermine religious values espoused in Indonesia as opposed to the principal teachings of religion and result in the disruption of security and public order.
Departing from a few small facts above, the Author would like to emphasize that the space of religious freedom in today's era of reform, the real "no better" than ever before in the era of the Old Order and New The Author of "deliberately" did not spell out in more detail about the various concrete facts related to violence against religious freedom in the era of reform with a view to eliminating the elements outside the legal aspects. Besides, the Author also intends to maintain the objectivity of writing, so it needs to "prudence" to discuss the issue of religious freedom in Indonesia as an issue "very sensitive" in a constitutional perspective. 32 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change religion and belief, and freedom of religion or belief in teaching activities, worship, promotion and observance, either individually or jointly with others, in public or in private. 
Consequences to ratify International Covenant on Civil and
Political Right (ICCPR), the Indonesian Government is bound to ensure:
1) right of everyone to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, and protection of these rights; was the right because the gathering of Sibuea followers is considered to endanger the souls of the congregation, because of concern, they would commit suicide, as well as disturbing public security and public order 40 .
In its decision, the Constitutional Court judges that in fact religious accentuation freedom (freedom to act) is a fundamental right that can be limited Second, the law as a tool of balance guard which means the law (read: Act) serves to maintain harmony between the public interest with the individual interests; Third, the law as a catalyst, which means the law (read: Act) serves to make easily the process of change.
Aspect of external freedom (forum externum).
External freedom (forum externum) is a person's freedom to express, communicate, or manifest spiritual existence he believes it to public and defend (italics of the Author) beliefs.
The religious believers which are included in the aspect of external freedom according to the Author, it is possible that they failed in obtaining the truth of the religious epistemology they believed in, though his ontological beliefs cement the absolute truth of his religion. Heru Nugroho, "SARA Who Framed Pluralism", KOMPAS, Saturday, March 15, 1997, p.5 of religious people who belong to the aspect of external freedom only arises when they come across religious formal deviations, but remain blind to social and humanitarian abuses 45 .
In the context mentioned above, the Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act does not limiting one's beliefs (forum internum) as adherents one of religion which tends to accentuate his religion truth claims which redundant, which certainly underlies every his behavior. But the Religious Blasphemy Prevention Act just limiting the thought statement and attitude appropriate to his conscience in public (forum externum) assessed deviate from the principal teachings of a religion followed in Indonesia, issued a feeling or does something which is fundamentally hostility, abuse or desecration of a religion followed in Indonesia.
Continuing the understanding of the religious believers that belong to the aspect of external freedom (forum externum), that the religious believers of the textual stream, literalist and scripturalists feared would give birth to the Indonesian people are hypocritical, which is more focused on doctrinal truths and dogmatic that tend to be exclusive, primodialistik even compulsive, namely certainty unbearable to realize a desire or lust (in the name of religion) by using any means, so in diametrical occurs collision or conflict.
At this point, the state has a role to bridge or accommodate any conflicts because of religious differences. To that end, the demands of the state's role as it can only be realized if the Government really inherent in the society, so that any resulting policy always represent the community.
For that, it needs an adequate political infrastructure also is the role of the state through the Constitutional Court as a facilitator, motivator and stabilizer forces that exist in religious institutions. At the time the Government had difficulty in realizing the law enforcement system is right and just, because the law itself may favor the dominant forces that may not in favor of truth and justice, that's when the Constitutional Court is expected to give birth to substantive justice through its decisions.
On the other hand, the Author emphasizes optimism, when the conflict because of religious pluralism in Indonesia is packaged in a democratic political system there will be a diametric change from conditions of conflict into the public discussion. Because basically, the debate will produce an agreement (consensus).
Because the agreement is the way out toward the dialectic between debate and agreement in Indonesian realize that although the plural but not eliminate major elements as a democratic society and very upholds tolerance of against differences formed by pluralism itself.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
Moving away from the main problem that has been raised, this paper comes to the b. It is suggested that the Government policy that produced consistent in placing political infrastructure that recognizes pluralism and religious freedom by involving people who are granted the right to engage in dialogue Inter-religious which is based on equality, openness, honesty and sincerity between the two parties to engage in dialogue that is expected to give birth to the same understanding that religious pluralism in addition to potentially create a conflict but it can also be a force in realizing democratic society and upholds tolerance of differences formed by pluralism itself. 
